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This note aims at generalizing of classical Morse inequalities for Betti 
numbers of compact manifolds (cf. [lo, 1,2]). In this paper, we work with 
R-constructible sheaves instead and encounter the tight relation between 
Morse theory and microlocal analysis of sheaves. See Witten [ 111, HellTer 
and Sjiistrand [S, 61, and Henniart [7] for another approach to Morse 
inequalities via microlocal analysis and also Goresky and MacPherson 
[3,4] who introduced the “stratified Morse theory”. This paper may be 
considered as a variation on Kashiwara’s index theorem [8], and in fact 
our proof is a slight modification of his. 

1. STATEMENT OF THE MAIN THEOREM 

Let k be a commutative field. We denote by Modf(k) the category of 
finite dimensional k-vector spaces and by Db(Modf(k)) its derived category 
with bounded cohomologies. 

Let b= U4,,, be a sequence of integers with b, = 0 for II] B 0. We define 

b:=(-l)‘x (-l)‘b], b:=x(-l)ibj. (1.1) 
jr1 i 

If V~ob(@(Mod~(k))), we set 

b,(V)=dimH’(V) 

(and we define b:(V) and x(V) = bz( V) as in (1.1)). 
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Let X be a C” manifold, and n: T*X-, X its cotangent bundle. We 
denote by Db(X) the derived category with bounded cohomologies of 
sheaves of k vector spaces on X. 

If F~ob(@‘(x)), we denote by SS(F) its microsupport. This is an R+- 
conic closed subset in T*X. Refer to [9] for information about SS(F). Now 
let FE ob(P(X)), and let 4: X+ R be a real valued C* function on X. We 
set 

A = SS(F), 

A, = ((x, c+(x)) E T*X; x E X}. 

We assume 

b-‘(I- cc, t]) n supp(F) is compact for any t E R, (H-1) 

(in particular 4 is proper on supp(F)), 

there is a finite family {Kj} 1 GiG ,,, of disjoint compact 
subsets in X and real numbers {sj} , cjG N such that 

n( A, n A) =’ u Kj, 41&=sj, W.2) 

Vj 2’ RT(Kj ; RT .y,~(x)2s,)(F.‘)) belongs to Db(Modf(k)). (H.3) 

Set 

n, = c dim H’( V,). (1.2) 

Then we have 

THEOREM 1.1 (Generalized Morse Inequalities). Assume (H. 1 ), (H.2), 
and (H.3). Then 

(i) RT(X; F) E ob(D6(Modf(k))), 
(ii) setting b,(X, F) = b,(RT(X; F)), we have the inequalities 

b:(X, F) <n: 

where n, is given by (1.2). 

Remark 1.2. The conclusion (i) has already been obtained in [S]. 
Moreover since b,(X, F) = n, = 0 for 19 0, we have 

x(X; F) = nz. 
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Here x(X; F) is the Euler-Poincare index of F on X. This is an obious 
version of Kashiwara’s index theorem (cf. [S]). 

We can recover with Theorem 4.1 the “Morse-Bott inequalities” 
(cf. [l, 61). Let 4 be a real valued C” function on X, and let (Mj}jN= i 
(rev. {sj}iN_l) b e a family of connected compact manifolds (resp. of real 
numbers). Assume 

&‘(I - co, t]) is compact for any t E R, (B.1) 

41M,'Sjr (db)),j=Oforanyj, 

d&x)#Oifx$ ujMj, U3.2) 

for any j, there exists a linear decomposition T,X= 
T&, X0 T,&, X for which the hessian H(4) of 4 satisfies (B.3) 

+ H(4) I .&jx is positive definite. 

Let oj denote the fiber dimension of T&, X, and or,,,,: the orientation sheaf 
associated to TM, X: 

or,,? fWR~,+,,(kTi,,,)). (I-3) 
Set 

n, = C dim H’-q(Mj ; or,,-). (1.4) 

COROLLARY 1.3 [l]. Assume (B.l), (B.2), (B.3). Then: 

b?(X; k,) < n:, 

where the sequence {n,} is gioen by (1.4). 

ProoJ By Theorem 1.1, it is enough to check the isomorphism 

WMj;Rr{,>s,,(k,)) -RT(M,;Rrz~,(k=;~x)b 

hence the isomorphism 

R~{,,s,~Wx)l~,- Wwj(k~i,xN~j. 

But it is easily checked (cf. Bott [ 11). 

2. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 

In order to prove the theorem, we note 

Q.E.D. 

LEMMA 2.1. Consider a distinguished triangle in Db(Modf(k)) 
V’+ v-r Yll+?. 
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Then for any I E Z we have an inequality 

b:(V)<bl”(V’)+b:(V”). 

Proof We may assume that V, V’, and Y” are concentrated in degree 
> 0. Then we have a long exact sequence 

0 + HO( V’) -+ HO(V) --t . . . + H’( V’) + H’(Y) -+ B’( V”) -+ 0, 

where 

B’( V”) = Im(H’( V) + H’( V”)). 

Then setting 

and 

a,( V”) = dim B’( V”) (j = I) 

we get 

b:(V)=b:(V’)+(-)’ c (-)“8,,(V”). 
I’<1 

Since g,( I”‘) z$ dim H’( V”), the proof follows. Q.E.D. 

Proof of Theorem 1.1. We shall reduce the problem to the 1 dimen- 
sional case. For this purpose, we put 

G=R&,F 

and write 

with tjctj+l. We set 

A,= ((t;dt)ET*R; tER}. 

First we remark that the hypothesis (H.l) is trivially satisfied by (R, t, G): 

] - co, t] n supp(G) is compact for any t E R. (H’.l) 

Next, applying Proposition 4.1 of [9] we get 

SS(G)nA,c {(ti; dt)E T*R; i= 1, . . . . L}. (Hl.2) 
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Finally we have 

W It>,r,jG),i= 0 vj. 
*j= II 

In fact 

W ttrr,~G)ri = RTW’Vi); R+;,,,,.ri#W 

5 

(Hl.3) 

s,= I, 

by the definition of the micro-support. Thus the triple (R, t, G) satisfies the 
same hypotheses as (X, 4, F). Since 

RT(X; I;) = RQR; G), 

we have 

b,W, F) = b,(R (3, 

and it is enough to prove the theorem for X= R, 4(t) = t. 

We set X=R. Put t,,= -a, tL+l = +co, and define 

I, = ] -00, t[, z, = ] -03, t], Kj=z$, zj= z,. 

Introduce 

V(Zj, F) = WWZ, ; F)), 

b:(Zj, F) = b:(RZ(Z, , F)). 

Then by Theorem 1.4.3 of [9], we have the isomorphism 

Hk(zj+l; F)=Hk(z,;F)(tj<t<fj+l). 

By taking the inductive limit of the right hand side, we derive 

Hk(Zj+ 1; F) N Hk(Zj ; F). (2.1) 

Consider the distinguished triangle 

(RT(,,,}(F)),j-,RT(Z,;F)-,RT(Zj;F~. 

Since RT(Z1 ; F) = 0, we find by induction from (2.1) that both RT(Zj ; F) 
and RT(Zj ; F) belong to Db(Modf(k)). 

Moreover (2.1) gives 

dim Hk(X; F) = 1 (dim Hk(Zj ; Z’) - dim Hk(Zj ; F)}. 
I<j<L 
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Hence 

On the other hand, we get by Lemma 2.1 from (2.2) 

&W, 3 F) - VVj 9 F) G VW{ta r,) (I;))J. 

Hence we have 

b:W, F) d c VW& 1,) (FL,)) = n:. 
l<jaL 

Q.E.D. 

3. APPLICATION TO PURE SHEAVES 

Let X be a real analytic manifold, and let O;-,(X) denote the 
subcategory of O”(X) consisting of objects with R-constructible 
cohomologies (cf. [9]). 

Let FE ob(@- .(X)). Then A = SS(F) is a Lagrangean subanalytic sub- 
set of T*X. Take a real valued C* function 4 on X and suppose 

d-‘(1 -co, t]) n supp(F) is compact for any TV R, (3.1) 

A,nn=n,n4,,= {pl,...,pN), (3.2) 

4 and &, intersect transversally at each point pi, (3.3) 

F is pure at each pi with multiplicity mi and shift di along A in the sense 
of [9]. (3.4) 

Recall that (3.4) is equivalent to 

W{,,,,.,,.v,,) (F)), = k”T@l, (3.5) 

where xi = R(P~), and 

J’=d i- $dim X- ir(Ao(Pi), l,(pi), n,(pi)). (3.6) 

See Chapter 7 of [9] for the definition of Maslov index r( ., ., .). Under the 
above conditions, we get by Theorem 1.1 

R&Y; F) E ob(#‘(Mod’(k))). (3.7) 
We set 

nl= C mi, n:=(-)‘C (-)+zj. (3.8) *I= --I iCl 

Then we have, by applying Theorem 1.1, 
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THEOREM 3.1. For any I E Z, we have the inequality 

b:(X, F) < n:. (3.9) 

Remark 3.2. Assume moreover 

A= T;,X in a neighborhood of pi, (3.10) 

where Si is a real analytic submanifold of X. By (3.3), 4 Jsi is a Morse func- 
tion at xi = 7c(pi). Let S* (xi) be the number of positive or negative eigen- 
values of the Hessian of 4 1 si at xi. Then under the notation (3.6), we have 

6’=d,-fdim X+$(S+(X~)-SK(xi)). (3.11) 

Remark moreover that if X is a complex manifold, F has C-constructible 
cohomologies, and F is perverse, then we have 

d, = 0 for all i. (3.12) 

Hence in this situation, we can deduce the Morse inequalities from the 
multiplicity of F at generic points of A. 

EXAMPLE 3.3. Let X be CN (IV> 2) with coordinates z = (z,, . . . . zN), 
and define a hypersurface S in X by 

s= zex: 
{ l<~<N4=O}. 

. . 

We study FE ob(Dt-,(X))(i.e., F has C-constructible cohomologies) 
satisfying 

A=SS(F)CT;~~~XUT~~~XUT~X, (3.13) 

F is perverse. (3.14) 

We put 

A, = T&X, A,= T&,,X, A,= T$X, 

and let mj denote the multiplicity of F along Aj (j = 0, 1, N). Choosing for 
example 4(z) = I.2 - al * with a = (1,2 J-1, 0, . . . . 0), we find for any I 

b?(X, F) <n.? 

and 
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with 

SCHAPIRA AND TOSE 

no = m,, nl =ml, nN-l=mly nN= mNyr 

and nl = 0 for j+-! (0, 1, N- 1, N}. 

Remark 3.4. In [4], Goresky and MacPherson also obtained “Morse 
inequalities” for the intersection cohomology of compact complex spaces 
[4, p. 1741, but their formulation appears rather different from ours. 
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